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Why worry about metrics?  

• Evaluation of performance (ex post)

• Policy advice: evaluation of alternatives 
(ex ante)



Metrics for sustainable 
development

• Task 1:  define sustainable development 

• Task 2:  make definition operational 
(measurable outcomes in principle)

• Task 3: provide empirical measures 
(measurable outcomes in practice)  



Two definitions of sustainable 
development

• World Commission on Environment 
and Development (WCED 1987): 

– “... development that meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs.”



Two definitions of sustainable 
development

• Inclusive Wealth (Arrow et al. 2004, 2010; 
Dasgupta Book Chapters)

– “An economy follows a sustainable 
development path over a period of time if 
intergenerational well-being does not decline 
during it”

– Non-declining well-being is equivalent to non-
declining inclusive wealth



Task 2: Make definition operational

• WCED definition:  hard to 
operationalize

– What are “needs”?

– Is meeting needs a yes/no answer?   

– How would we compare alternatives?  



Task 2: Make definition operational

• Inclusive wealth defined (formally)

• V = inclusive wealth
• K = vector of capital stocks
• U = measure of well-being (“utility”)
• C = vector of flow of goods and services (“consumption”)
• δ = discount rate
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Task 2: Make definition operational

• Sustainable development = non-declining 
inclusive wealth
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Task 2: Make definition operational

• Take the time derivative of inclusive 
wealth:

• Redefine terms
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Task 2: Make definition operational

• Things we need to know:  

1. pi(t) = “shadow value” of capital stock i

2. Ii(t) = net change in capital stock i

3. r(t) = shadow value of time



Task 3:  Can we measure change 
in inclusive wealth empirically? 

• Inclusive wealth does a great job on tasks 
(1) & (2)
– Succinct definition of sustainable 

development 

• What we need to measure: 
– Changes in capital assets {Ii(t)}
– Shadow values {pi(t), r(t)}
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Task 3:  Can we measure change 
in inclusive wealth empirically?

• Task 3: can it be done?

• Short answer:  NO

• Long answer: 
– We can estimate some elements relatively 

easily
– With heroic assumptions we can approximate 

major elements of inclusive wealth



Measurement challenges

1. Putting the “inclusive” in inclusive wealth
• Measuring change in all relevant stocks

2. Measuring shadow values
• Market distortions
• Measuring non-market values
• Static approaches to dynamics problems
• Treatment of uncertainty



Putting “inclusive” in inclusive wealth

• What capital stocks should be included?
– Anything can affects human well-being either directly 

or indirectly

• Forms of “capital”
– Manufactured capital: machinery, buildings, 

infrastructure (communication systems, roads, 
ports…) 

– Natural capital 
– Human capital 
– Social capital



Putting “inclusive” in inclusive wealth
Natural Capital

• Natural capital: 
– Land (including soil productivity)
– Natural resources: mineral, energy, timber, 

species populations
– Environmental quality: water, air, greenhouse 

gas concentrations
– Ecosystem processes 



Putting “inclusive” in inclusive wealth
Natural Capital

• Natural capital that can be tracked
– Reserves of mineral and energy resources 
– Stocks of commercially harvested species 
– Volumes of timber
– Some forms of environmental quality (e.g., GHG 

concentration)

• Caveats:
– Definition of proven reserves dependent on prices 

and technology 
– Uncertainty on stock estimates
– Unpredictable biological growth dependent on 

environmental conditions  



Putting “inclusive” in inclusive wealth
Natural Capital

• Natural capital that is difficult to quantify
– Some types of environmental quality (e.g., 

water quality)
– Ecological processes 
– Resilience

• Lack of systematic data collection

• Lack of knowledge about what ecological 
processes to monitor 



Putting “inclusive” in inclusive wealth
Human capital

• Human capital:  
– Education 
– Experience

• Health capital
– Value to additional life years
– “Value of statistical life” and “value of 

statistical life year”



Putting “inclusive” in inclusive wealth
Social capital

• How should we treat institutions 
– Good governance can improve outcomes 

• How should we treat relationships among people
– Trust can improve outcomes

• Difficult to measure trust and quality of 
institutions

• Inclusive wealth approach tends to lump 
political, cultural and social assets into 
exogenous time trend  



Measuring shadow values: 
the ideal world 

• Assuming we are in the “best of all possible 
worlds” (complete and competitive markets, full 
information, no externalities…) 

• All capital stocks have market prices (no need 
for shadow prices)

• Market prices reflect the contribution of capital 
stocks to present and future well-being 



Measuring shadow values:
the real world case

• Incomplete markets: do not trade in most forms 
of environmental quality or ecosystem processes
– Market prices do not exist for many forms of capital 

(especially natural capital)

• Imperfect competition, imperfect information and 
externalities (market failure)
– Market prices may yield distorted signals of relative 

value



Measuring shadow values:
two examples of market distortions

• Pollution externalities (value of coal) 
– Market price of coal reflects its value as energy 

source
– Market price of coal DOES NOT fully reflect its 

contribution to GHG emissions, mercury emissions, 
acid rain, air pollution

• To correct the problem
– Need to know impact of coal burning on stocks of 

environmental quality
– Need to have shadow values on environmental 

quality  



Measuring shadow values:
two examples of market distortions
• Open-access fisheries

– Rent dissipation:  average cost of production 
equals price

– Fish stock has little (or no) social value 

• If fisheries were better managed then fish 
stock would have value

• What value should we use for fish stock?



Measuring shadow values:
measuring non-market values

• Markets do not exist for most forms of natural capital 

• How do we measure the value of non-market natural 
capital (shadow value)?

• Non-market valuation
– Revealed preference methods

• Hedonic property price method
• Discrete choice random utility models 
• Averting behavior 

– Stated preference methods
• Conjoint analysis
• Contingent valuation 



What is this view worth?



Measuring shadow values:
static approach to a dynamic problem

• Non-market valuation typically measures values 
under current conditions

• Shadow values should represent the 
contribution of the stock to present and future
well-being
– Requires understanding of range of potential future 

conditions (environmental, cultural, technology…)
– Requires measuring value under potentially different 

conditions



Measuring shadow values:
treatment of uncertainty

• Value of capital stocks:  present value of flow of services 
generated through time
– Dependent on future values
– Future values dependent on future conditions
– Future conditions are uncertain

• Treatment of uncertainty (in principle…)
– Specify all potential future conditions
– Specify probabilities of each potential future
– Estimate value under each potential future
– Find expected value: sum over all potential future conditions of

the value times the probability for each potential future
(… and I want a pony for Christmas…)



Measuring shadow values:
treatment of uncertainty

• Example: social cost of carbon

• Accurately quantifying the benefits of 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions is a 
really hard problem (really, really hard!)

• What are the reductions in future expected 
damages from climate change?



Measuring shadow values:
treatment of uncertainty

• Large uncertainties in the science:
– Climate sensitivity
– Role of feedbacks:

• Cloud formation and water vapor
• Melting of permafrost
• Change in albedo

– Regional climate prediction:  how will changes affect precipitations 
patterns, storms,…

• Large uncertainties in the economics
– What are the costs of damages associated with climate change? (Sea 

level rise, storm intensity, precipitation patterns and agricultural 
productivity, heat waves…) 

– Costs will be affected by adaptation 

• Note:  large uncertainty is not an excuse for ignoring the problem   



Measuring shadow values:
treatment of uncertainty

• Social cost of carbon: mean estimate (2005$):  
~$50 per ton C or ~$14 per ton CO2

• 95% range: 
– Low estimate: $10 per ton C ($3 per ton CO2)
– High estimate: $350 per ton C ($95 per ton CO2)

• Incorporation of realistic uncertainty tends to 
raise estimates of social cost of carbon (~$160 
per ton; Anthoff et al. 2009)



Summary on Task 3

• Inclusive wealth is very useful for 
organizing what we need to know

• We are currently far from having accurate 
or complete measures of all that is needed 
to measure inclusive wealth



Measurement challenges
Arrow et al. (2010)

• Ambitious attempt to measure change in 
inclusive wealth for five countries (US, China, 
India, Brazil, Venezuela) 

• How well do they do on the measurement 
challenges? 

• Note:  the authors are quite candid about 
methodological shortcomings and data gaps 



Putting “inclusive” in inclusive wealth
Arrow et al. (2010)

• Natural capital measures
– Value of energy and mineral resources
– Value of timber stock
– (Negative) Value of carbon emissions

• No ecological processes, no notion of 
resilience, and few ecosystem services



Measuring shadow values
Arrow et al. (2010)

• Other than carbon, all natural capital 
values are for market values of traded 
commodities

• Only shadow value estimate is the social 
cost of carbon
– Take central estimate from literature for which 

there is a large range of values



Results: natural capital
Arrow et al. (2010)



Results: sustainable development
Arrow et al. (2010)



Results: inclusion of health capital
Health dominates!



Summary

• Exercise is informative

• But…
– Large data gaps
– Requires many assumptions that may not be 

accurate

• Stark contrast between elegance of theory 
and limited ability to measure 



Other approaches 

• Inclusive wealth:  limited measurability

• What other approaches could yield useful 
information about sustainable 
development?  

• Two examples:
– Human Development Index (HDI)
– Value of ecosystem services – Natural Capital 

Project:  landscape level analysis 



HDI

• HDI:  geometric mean of 
– Life expectancy index
– Education index
– Per capita GDP index

• Easy to compute from readily available 
data

• No link to underlying theory



HDI



The Natural Capital Project:
Mainstreaming ecosystem services



“InVEST”
Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem 

Services and Tradeoffs

http://www.naturalcapitalproject.org/InVEST.html
Frontiers of Ecology 
and Environment
Feb 2009

http://www.naturalcapitalproject.org/InVEST.html


Projected land use change 
in 2050 under the three
scenarios



Ecosystem service outputs through time



Final note:  equity

• Most measures are aggregate measures

• Is this sufficient – or do we need dis-
aggregated measures that report on 
progress by individuals or groups? 

• If we don’t disaggregate, how do we know 
if we have development that meets the 
needs of all segments of society?  


